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The Elite Rodeo Athletes’ mission is to provide an ability and star-driven professional 
rodeo property, that showcases the best rodeo talent in the world. To maximize 
the exposure and financial opportunities for current and future professional rodeo 
contestants through multiple platforms. To preserve the integrity of the sport of 
rodeo, while enhancing and providing a unique rodeo product to the committees 
of rodeo and entire entertainment and rodeo industry. Creating the best possible 
professional rodeo league for its fans and consumers to engage and have access to 
its athletes.
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CODE OF CONDUCT

CONTESTANTS CODE OF CONDUCT:
(a) Contestants agree to abide by all posted premises rules and regulations of the ERA. 
(b) Contestants must wear back numbers which are visible at all times upon entrance to, and when in, the arena,  
     whether competing or not. 
(c) No family members (including children), guests, escorts, managers etc., will be allowed in chute or arena areas. 
(d) The ERA will only admit contestants who are entered in the competition to all facilities at no charge. Regardless  
      of membership in various professional rodeo associations and rodeo sanctioning bodies, members who are not ERA    
      contestants will not be given free admission, nor may they enter any area restricted only to contestants without    
      proper ERA credentials. 
(e) If a contestant who enters an ERA Rodeo and chooses not to compete for a “non-injury” reason, that contestant will  
     be in breach of the ERA Rodeo Contestant Contract and will be ineligible to compete in any ERA event in 2016. 
(f) Contestants should be aware that our ERA Rodeos are family events. Contestants will perform in a manner that is  
     not offensive to any social or ethnic groups and that is suitable for a family audience. Contestants will be mindful  
     that the arena floor is covered by video cameras and microphones. 
(g) ERA Rodeo contestants agree to attend all meetings, set by ERA Rodeo. 
(h) ERA is represented in the arena by the Arena Floor Director and the Rodeo Producer. Their decisions on non-scoring,  
      production, performance and procedural issues are final.
(i) As stated in the Contestant Agreement, all decisions of the ERA judges are final. All scores, once tabulated and  
     certified by the judges and the rodeo secretary, are final. 
(j) Contestants must refrain from attempting to persuade or to intimidate the judges inside or outside of the arena.  to  
     comply with this rule will result in a breach of the Contestant Agreement, disqualifying the offending contestant   
     from any further competition in ERA events during the remainder of that season.
(k) Any contestant protests or appeals a competition ruling may only be filed with ERA Director of competition, whose  
     sole decision is final. In the event of non-competition ruling when a suitable conclusion is not reached with the  
     Director of competition then the contestant may choose the grievance process with the ERA board of directors.
(l) Contestants and traveling companions/assistants (whether entered at the ERA Rodeo or not) must comply with  
     all ERA animal welfare rules and regulations as they pertain to their personal animals, the animals of ERA stock  
     contractors or any other animals with which they may come in contact. 
(m) ERA has strict policies prohibiting the use of animal prods of any type (to include, but not limited to, sharp        
      instruments, hotshots, other electric shocking devices, within the confines of the ERA Rodeo grounds prior to,    
      during or after any ERA Rodeo performance. Designated representatives of ERA’s general stock            
      contractor/rodeo producer may carry hotshots for use in the alleys, pens and dock loading areas to             
      facilitate movement of animals if there appears to be imminent danger to any humans or animals. 
(n) Requests for “approved” release of the Contestant Agreement (to include medical and hardship) will be handled  
     on a case-by-case basis by ERA management and or Athlete Director and each case will be evaluated on its merit  
     and substantiation. All such decisions by the ERA are final and binding. 
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CODE OF CONDUCT

APPEARANCES, PRESS AND MEDIA 
(a) Contestants must be photographed by ERA photographer and videographer at the time of entry check-in. These  
     photos will be used for big-screen presentation, television, rodeo contestant wall and website. 
(b) Contestants agree to be available to ERA staff for media interviews during the days/evenings that they are     
     participating in the ERA Rodeos. 
(c) As stipulated in the Contestant Agreement, contestants agree to participate in promotional activities for ERA 
     Rodeos (upon request of ERA staff and management) which may include receptions, breakfasts, dinners and cordial 
     “meet and greet” appearances in sponsor/client suites. ERA will be judicial in these requests and will limit the  
     amount of time and number of requests made upon the contestants. 
(d) Contestants agree to make “best case” efforts to be available for public appearances that may be outside of the  
     ERA stadium or grounds, and, on occasion, outside the boundaries of said grounds. 
(e) ERA contestants agree to sign autographs or make appearance prior to the event in the competition area, for a  
     minimum of 25 minutes. 
(f) Dress code consists of western style dress including:
 • Cowboy hat (unless a helmet is used)
 • Long sleeved shirt
 • Cowboy boots
(g) Failure to submit a doctors/vet release will deny eligibility for future ERA events.
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CODE OF CONDUCT

STOCK CONTRACTOR CODE OF CONDUCT:
(a)  An approved stock list with chute deliveries and preferred chute must be turned into ERA director of livestock by      
      the week of the event, Monday at 10:00 AM CT.
(b) All livestock must be on site at predestinated ERA livestock holding area by 5:00 PM CT the day before the first   
     performance.
(c)  ERA livestock director before shipping must approve any changes to livestock.
(d) Under no circumstance should any stock contractors, flank men, livestock handler’s as well as any contract personal        
     before or during ERA event, consume any form of alcohol or drugs.
(e) All livestock must have current health and brand papers before shipping to ERA event both from their shipping   
     origination as well their destination.
(f) All horse flanks must be adjusted and ready prior to previous hose leaving the chute.
(g) Any animal could be randomly tested for drugs as deemed necessary per ERA.
(h) All livestock must vacate holding facility by predesignated time.
(i) All stock contractors and livestock handlers must attend required meetings.
(j) Each stock contracting firm will be issued credentials for the contractor, flank man and livestock handler. The   
     director of livestock must approve any other credentials.
(k) The ERA retains the exclusive rights for any title and/or presenting sponsor categories.  In the event of an animal           
     with a name that directly conflicts with title or presenting sponsor or categories, the animals name will have to be                 
     adjusted for the event and broadcast.  Furthermore; the contractor agrees not to promote or sell TV visible inventory    
     to any sponsor that conflict with the ERA title or presenting sponsor.  
(l) Animals will not be allowed to have sponsor patches (or signage) on their bodies.
(m) All contact personal shall conduct themselves in a professional manner. 
(n) Contractors and livestock handlers agree to make themselves familiar with ERA livestock code of conduct. 
(o) All riding event animals will have number brands.
(p) All timed event cattle will have number brands or numbered ear tags.

GUIDELINES FOR ELIGIBILITY TO WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
(a) The ERA would like to promote loyalty and would request that stock contractors provide stock in at least one ERA      
      tour event in order to be eligible for finals selection.
(b) The Director of livestock will select the livestock for the ERA world finals per      
      competition committee approval.
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CODE OF CONDUCT

ERA INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR CODE OF CONDUCT:
(a) Independent Contractor agrees to abide by all posted premises rules and regulations of the ERA. 
(b) Independent Contractor must wear provided credentials which are visible at all times upon entrance to, and when in,   
     the arena, whether working or not. 
(c) No family members (including children), guests, escorts, managers etc., will be allowed in chute or arena areas. 
(d) The ERA will only admit Independent Contractor who is contracted for services to all facilities at nocharge.                
      Regardless of membership in various professional rodeo associations and rodeo sanctioning bodies, members who       
      are not ERA Independent Contractor will not be given free admission, nor may they enter any area restricted only to    
      Independent Contractor without proper ERA credentials. 
(e) Independent Contractor should be aware that our ERA Rodeos are family events. Independent Contractor will      
     perform in a manner that is not offensive to any social or ethnic groups and that is suitable for a family audience.    
     Independent Contractor will be mindful that the arena floor is covered by video cameras and microphones. 
(f) ERA Rodeo Independent Contractor agree to attend all meetings, set by ERA Rodeo. 
(g) ERA is represented in the arena by the Arena Floor Director and the Rodeo Producer. Their decisions on non-scoring,   
     production, performance and procedural issues are final.
(h) Independent Contractor and traveling companions/assistants (whether entered at the ERA Rodeo or not) must      
     comply with all ERA animal welfare rules and regulations as they pertain to their personal animals, the animals of        
     ERA stock contractors or any other animals with which they may come in contact. 
(i) ERA has strict policies prohibiting the use of animal prods of any type (to include, but not limited to, sharp             
    instruments, hotshots, other electric shocking devices, within the confines of the ERA Rodeo grounds prior            
    to, during, or after any ERA Rodeo performance. Designated representatives of ERA’s general stock contractor/rodeo          
    producer may carry hotshots for use in the alleys, pens and dock loading areas to facilitate movement of animals if        
    there appears to be imminent danger to any humans or animals. 
(j) Independent Contractors understand they are entering a dangerous area, with significant risks, and are doing so         
    at their own free will.  Independent Contractor should not engage in any activity or duty they deem hazardous to       
    themselves.
APPEARANCES, PRESS AND MEDIA 
(a) Independent Contractor may be photographed by ERA photographer and videographer at the time of entry check-in       
     or otherwise. These photos will be used for big-screen presentation, television, and website. 
(b) Independent Contractor agrees to be available to ERA staff for media interviews during the days/evenings that they    
     are participating in the ERA Rodeos. 
(c) Dress code consists of western style dress including:
  • Cowboy hat (unless a helmet is used)
  • Long sleeved shirt
  • Cowboy boots
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GENERAL RULES
I. Ground Money
 1.  In the case of not having enough scores or times in an event, the money from the remaing places will be  
      split evenly between the qualified contestants.
II. Contestant Replacement Policy
 1.  ERA BoD will determine when a contestant needs to be replaced and who the replacement   
                    contestant will be,
               A. Honest Effort (If a contestant does not put forward a honest effort, the ERA BoD may take action.)
III. Cattle draw will occur 2 hours prior to performance starting time.

GENERAL RULES

III. Cattle draw will occur 2 hours prior to performance starting time.III.  

IV. Breaking Barrier (Timed Events)
 A.  If horse breaks barrier with its nose, the 5 second penalty will not be added to time.

V. Possible Challenges (Timed Events)
 A.  Horse breaks barrier with its nose

B.  ERA will not use replacement policy, until number of contestants in an event is less than 8.
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BARREL RACING
I. GENERAL RULES
 1.  The barrel race is a female only event.
 2.  The barrel pattern consists of one right turn and 2 left turns, or one left turn and 2 right turns.
  A.  Barrel Pattern: when the arena allows the pattern should be set as a standard, which is 90 feet  
       between the 1st and 2nd barrel, 105 feet to the 3rd barrel. 
  B.  Breaking the pattern will result in a no time.
  C.  In a small arena the 1st and 2nd barrels should be no closer than 18 feet off the fence.  The 3rd  
                      barrel should be no closer than 25 feet off the fence.  When in a smaller arena the 3rd barrel  
       should be no further than 20 feet more than the distance between the 1st and 2nd barrel.  
  D.  The pattern should always be set square with alleyway or entry gate.  It should be the same  
       distance to the first barrel whether starting to the right or left barrel.  If this cannot be done  
       the ERA is to be notified.
  F.  Once the barrel pattern is set it is to remain that way throughout the entire rodeo. 
  H.  The pattern is to be set with stakes that will stay in the ground throughout the entire rodeo  
       using rope or chain coming out of the ground.
  I.  When an arena has overhead lasers or permanent markers the judge is to use those markers  
                      and measure the distance and post the measurements at the office, if they meet ERA        
          specifications.
 3.  Score Line will be 60 feet unless the arena does not allow.
 4.  If the gate is open and it is a run in and run out situation, the contestants must run in and out.   
     A.  Failure to be in forward motion entering the arena will result in a no time.  
  B.  If the gate is open or closed for the first contestant to run, it will remain that way for the entire 
       rodeo.
 5.  Contestants may have one helper on foot but helper may not step inside the arena and must be in full  
      dress code.
 6.  Competition procedure
  A.  When arena is cleared for next competition, contestant has 45 seconds to enter the arena.   
       If she has not done so, she will be given 1st strike.
  B.  She will be notified at 35 seconds.
  C.  When time reaches 55 seconds, 2nd strike will be given.
  D.  When time reaches 65 seconds, 3rd strike will be given and contestant will receive a NO TIME. 
 7.  Contestant will receive a 5 second penalty for each barrel knocked down.
  A.  Barrel must hit the ground before the contestant crosses the timer.
  B.  Contestant may touch barrels or set them back up with their hands while running.
II. JUDGE’S REQUIREMENTS
 1.  The judges are to set all barrel patterns using ERA rules.
 2.  Judges should check, measure and powder barrel stakes before each performance.
 3.  There will be 2 electric eyes used for the barrel race.  It will be the judge’s responsibility to check the  
      timers before any performance and slack.

BARREL RACING
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BARREL RACING
III. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
 1.  The alleyway must be 10 feet wide and 12 feet high and must be a dirt floor free of people and   
      obstructions. 
  A. All crossbars are to be fully covered with no large humps in alley. 
 2.  Barrels must be 55-gallon metal drums.
  A. Both ends must be enclosed and be brightly colored and not blend in with the color of the  
      banners or the fence.  The graphics on the barrels can be changed.
  B.  The barrels must be the same three barrels for the entire event unless approved by the ERA.
 3.  When running back into a short alley or roping box, there has to be a bright banner or some type of  
      padding for the safety of the horse and rider.  Also any sharp curves should be padded.
 4.  In a closed gate situation the stopping room should be no less than 45 feet.  More stopping   
      room is always encouraged and up to 60 feet is preferred.
IV. RERUNS
 1.  Re-run will be granted if the barrels were not on the stakes.
 2.  Re-run will be granted if both timers fail.
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BAREBACK RIDING 
I. GENERAL RULES
 1. Qualified ride
  A. One hand in bareback rigging and one hand remaining free during the eight second ride.
  B.  Free hand from elbow to finger tips cannot touch horse, equipment or rider during course of  
           the eight second ride.
  C.  Time starts when horse’s inside shoulder passes plane of chute gate.
  D.  A buzzer or whistle will sound at completion of the eight second contest.
  E.  Back judge is required to use a stopwatch and will be the official time.
 2. Spur out
  A. Rider must have contact with spur rowels above the break of horse’s shoulder   
      when horse’s feet first contact ground after time starts.
  B.  Judges will throw yellow flag if contestant fails to spur horse out.
  C. Rider failing to achieve proper spur out, will have 10 points deducted from total score.
  D. If contestant is fouled at the chute, spur out will be waived. 
  E.  If horse stalls, spur out will be waived.
 3. Contestant is the only one that can signal gateman to open gate.
 4.  Stalled Horse
  A.  In the opinion of judges, horse that does not immediately break plane of chute gate as gate is  
       opening will be considered stalled.
 5.  Disqualifications during eight second contest.
  A. Rider is bucked off.
  B. Riding hand comes free of rigging.
  C. Rider touches animal, rigging, or himself with free hand.
  D. Judge will throw a red flag when a disqualification occurs.
II. RERIDES
 1. Rerides (options for rerides can be awarded if the following takes place)
  A. If animal stops.
   1. If animal comes to a complete stop and contestant double grabs, he may    
           receive an option for a re-ride.
   2. Double grab can occur before eight second whistle.
   3. Entirely contestant’s decision to double grab.
    4. Judges will determine if animal stopped.
  B. Animal turns out backwards.
                  1. If animal’s hind quarters breaks the plane of chute gate before its front inside  
       shoulder, horse will be considered turned out backwards. 
  C. Fouled on chute or chute gate and rider declares.
  D. Animal fouls itself on chute causing the rider to be bucked off.
  E. Tie in rope fouls contestant.
  F. Contact with any arena personnel, including pickup men.
  G. Contact with arena fence causing disruption of ride.
  H. Flank comes off animal
   1. Rider must have made qualified ride up to the point of flank coming off
   I. If animal falls
   1. Description- when knee, hock, chest or underline of horse contacts ground. 

BAREBACK RIDING
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   J. Animal deliberately throws itself.
   K. Chute fighting animal
    1. If animal may cause harm to itself or to rider. 
   L. Contestant that makes two honest attempts on animal that is not standing properly, will be  
      given an option for a re-ride.  After 3rd attempt, re-ride must be accepted.  
   M. Inferior performance
    1. Animal that is marked 17 or less by one judge.
 2.  Possible challenges for replay.
  A.  Fouled at chute.
  B.  Tie in rope foul.
  C.  Spur out.
  D.  Slap.
  E.  Double grab.
  F. Horse falls.
  G.  Buck off.
 3.  If a contestant challenges and replay confirms original call, contestant will donate $500 to a charity  
        determined by the ERA BoD.
 4. Contestants’ options concerning re-ride
  A. Decline and receive marking if qualified ride.
  B. Accept re-ride on same animal if stock contractor agrees.
  C. Accept drawn reride horse.
  D. In the event of a re-ride the judge or arena director must immediately inform the contestant  
      that he has received a re-ride, reason for the re-ride, the animal that he has the option to get on  
      for the re-ride, and when during the rodeo the rider is expected to get on his re-ride.  Once the  
      contestant has been informed of the above information, he must immediately notify the judge of  
      his decision to take or not take the re-ride.  
  E. Contestant representative or livestock superintendent will set the re-ride pen.
III. CHUTE PROCEDURES
 1.  When arena is cleared for the next competition, contestant has 45 seconds to call for chute   
       gate to open.  If he has not done so he will be given 1st strike.
 2.  He will be notified at 35 seconds.
 3.  Horse must be standing properly for time to keep running.  
 4.  When time reaches 55 seconds, 2nd strike is given.
 5.  When time reaches 65 seconds, 3rd strike given and contestant receives a NO SCORE.
 6.  Tying a horse in the chute
  A.  Horse will be tied in upon the contestant’s request.
IV.  EQUIPMENT
 1.  The bareback rigging must be one handed and have a pad covering the underside to protect the horse.
 2.  Latigos and a cinch must be used to attach the bareback rigging to the horse.
 3.  Riders must use dull free spinning 5 point rowels.  
 4. All equipment used in the bareback riding must not harm the horse.  
 5. The  judges, stock contractors, and other bareback riders (group of 5 or more), have the right to request  
     inspection by Competition Committee.  The Competition Committee has the right to vote on whether the  
     equipment is legal.

BAREBACK RIDING
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BULL RIDING
I. GENERAL RULES
 1.  Qualified ride
  A.  Riding hand must have hold of rope.
  B. Free hand from elbow to finger tips cannot touch bull, equipment or rider during the   
     course of the 8-second ride.
  C.  Time starts when bull’s inside shoulder passes the plane of chute gate.
  D.  A buzzer or whistle will sound at completion of the 8-second contest.
  E.  Back judge is required to use a stopwatch and will be the official time.
 2.  Contestant is the only one that can signal gate man to open gate.
 3.  Disqualification during the 8-second contest.
  A.  Rider is bucked off.
  B.  Rider touches animal, equipment or himself with his free hand.
  C.  Placing spurs in bull rope before time starts.
II. RE-RIDES (options for re-rides can be awarded if the following takes place)
 1.  If bull stops.
  1.  If bull comes to a complete stop and contestant double grabs, he may receive an option for a
       reride.
  2.  Double grab can occur before 8-second whistle.
  3.  Entirely contestant’s decision to double grab.
  4.  Judges will determine if animal stopped.
 2.  Bull turns out backwards.
  1.  If bull’s hind quarters break plane of chute gate before its front inside shoulder, bull will be  
       considered turned out backwards.
 3.  Fouled on chute or chute gate and rider declares.
 4.  Bull fouls itself on chute causing the rider to be bucked off.
 5.  Tie in rope fouls contestant.
 6.  Contact with any arena personnel, including pickup men.
 7.  Contact with arena fence causing disruption of ride.
 8.  Flank comes off animal.
  A.  Rider must have made qualified ride up to the point of flank coming off.
 9.  If bull falls.
  A.  Description- when knee, hock chest or underline of bull contacts the ground.
 10.  Bull deliberately throws himself.
 11.  Chute fighting animal.
  A.  If bull may cause harm to himself or rider.
 12.  Contestant that makes two honest attempts on bull that is not standing properly will be given option for  
        a re-ride.  After 3rd attempt, re-ride must be accepted.
 13.  Inferior performance.
  A.  Bull that is marked 17 or less by one judge. 
 14.  Contestants’ options concerning re-rides.

BULL RIDING
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BULL RIDING
  A.  Decline and receive marking if qualified ride.
  B.  Accept re-ride on same animal if stock contractor agrees
  C.  Accept drawn re-ride bull.
  D.  In the event of a re-ride the judge or arena director must immediately inform the contestant  
       that he has received a re-ride, reason for the re-ride, the animal that he has the option to get  
       on for the re-ride, and when during the rodeo the rider is expected to get on his re-ride.  Once a 
       contestant has been informed of the above information, he must immediately notify the judge of  
       his decision to accept or refuse the re-ride.
  E.  Contestant representative or livestock superintendent will set the re-ride pen.
 15.  Possible challenges for replay.
  A.  Fouled at chute.
  B.  Tie in rope foul.
  C.  Slap
  D.  Double grab.
  E.  Bull falls.
  F.  Buck off.
 16. If a contestant challenges and replay confirms original call, contestant will donate $500 to a charity  
       determined by the ERA BoD.
III. CHUTE PROCEDURES
 1.  When arena is cleared for the next competition, contestant has 45 seconds to call for chute gate to open.   
      If he has not done so he will be given 1st strike.
 2.  He will be notified at 35 seconds.
 3.  Horse must be standing properly for time to keep running.  
 4.  When time reaches 55 seconds, 2nd strike is given.
 5.  When time reaches 65 seconds, 3rd strike given and contestant receives a NO SCORE.
 6.  No more than 2 people can pull a bull rope.
IV.  EQUIPMENT
 1.  Bull Rope
 2. Flat braided rope with handle. 
 3.  Spurs
 4.  Bell must be used and attached to the rope.
  A.  Bell to be under bull’s belly when the rope is pulled.
 5.  Glove for riding hand.
 6.  All equipment used in the bull riding must not harm the bull.  The judges, stock contractors, and other  
     bull riders (group of 5 or more) have the right to request inspection by Competition Committee.  The  
     competition committee has the right to vote on whether the equipment is legal.
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SADDLE BRONC RIDING
I. GENERAL RULES
 1. Qualified ride
  A.  Riding hand must be holding bronc rein, sitting in saddle with both feet in stirrups.
  B.  Free hand from elbow to finger tips cannot touch horse, equipment or rider during course of the  
       eight second ride.
  C.  Time starts when horse’s inside shoulder passes plane of chute gate.
  D. A buzzer or whistle will sound at completion of the eight second contest.
  E.  Back judge is required to use a stopwatch and will be the official time.
 2. Spur out
  A. Rider must have contact with spur rowels above the break of horse’s shoulder when horse’s  
      front feet first contact ground after time starts.
  B.  Judges will throw yellow flag if contestant fails to spur horse out.
  C. Rider failing to achieve proper spur out, will have 10 points deducted from total score. 
  D. If contestant is fouled at the chute, spur out will be waived. 
  E.  If horse stalls, spur out will be waived.
 3. Contestant is the only one that can signal gateman to open gate.
 4.  Stalled Horse
  A.  In the opinion of judges, horse that does not immediately break plane of chute gate as gate is  
       opening will be considered stalled.
 5.  Disqualifications during eight second contest.
  A. Rider is bucked off.
  B. Rider touches animal, equipment or himself with free hand.
  C. Changing hands on rein.
  D. Losing or dropping rein.
  E. Losing a stirrup.
  F. Using any foreign substance applied on chaps or saddle.
   1.  Penalty of expulsion is possible.
   2.  Only dry white resin is to be used.
  G. Judges will throw red flag when a disqualification occurs.
II. RERIDES (options for re-rides can be rewarded if the following takes place)
 1. If animal stops.
  A. If animal comes to a complete stop and contestant double grabs, he may receive an option for a  
      re-ride.
  B. Double grab can occur before eight second whistle.
  C. Entirely contestant’s decision to double grab.
  D. Judges will determine if animal stopped.
 2. Animal turns out backwards.
  A. If animal’s hind quarters breaks the plane of chute gate before its front inside shoulder, horse  
      will be considered turned out backwards.
 3. Fouled on chute or chute gate and rider declares.
 4. Animal fouls itself on chute causing the rider to be bucked off.
 5. Tie in rope fouls contestant.
 6. Contact with any arena personnel, including pickup men.

SADDLE BRONC RIDING
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 7. Contact with arena fence causing disruption of ride.
 8. Flank comes off animal
  A. Rider must have made qualified ride up to the point of flank coming off
 9. Halter breaks
  A.  Rider must have made a qualified ride up to the point of halter breaking.
 10. If animal falls
  A. Description- when knee, hock, chest or underline of horse contacts ground. 
  11. Animal deliberately throws itself
 12. Chute fighting animal
   A. If animal may cause harm to itself or to rider. 
  13. Contestant that makes two honest attempts on animal that is not standing properly will be given an  
       option for a re-ride.  After 3rd attempt, re-ride must be accepted. 
 14. Inferior performance
  A. Animal that is marked 17 or less by one judge.
 15. Contestants’ options concerning re-ride
  A. Decline and receive marking if qualified ride.
  B. Accept re-ride on same animal if stock contractor agrees.
  C. Accept drawn reride horse.
  D. In the event of a re-ride the judge or arena director must immediately inform the contestant  
      that he has  received a re-ride, reason for the re-ride, the animal that he has the option to get  
      on for the re-ride, and when during the rodeo the rider is expected to get on his re-ride.  Once  
      the contestant has been informed of the above information, he must immediately notify the 
      judge of his decision to accept or refuse the re-ride.  
 16. Contestant representative or livestock superintendent will set the re-ride pen.
 17.  Possible challenges for replay.
  A.  Fouled at chute.
  B.  Tie in rope foul.
  C.  Spur out.
  D.  Slap.
  E.  Double grab.
  F.  Losing stirrup.
  G.  Horse falls.
  H.  Buck off.
 18.  If a contestant challenges and replay confirms original call, contestant will donate $500 to a charity  
           determined by the ERA BoD.
III. CHUTE PROCEDURES
 1.  When arena is cleared for the next competition, contestant has 45 seconds to call for chute gate to open.   
      If he has not done so he will be given 1st strike.
 2.  He will be notified at 35 seconds.
 3.  Horse must be standing properly for time to keep running.  
 4.  When time reaches 55 seconds, 2nd strike is given.
 5.  When time reaches 65 seconds, 3rd strike given and contestant receives a NO SCORE.
 6.  Tying a horse in the chute
  A.  Horse will be tied in upon the contestant’s request.

SADDLE BRONC RIDING
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IV.  EQUIPMENT
 1.  Rigging in saddle cannot pull further back than directly below center point of swells.  Front D-ring must  
      vertically line up with center of the swells.
 2.  Swell undercut, not more than 1 inch on each side.
 3.  Riding rein and hand must be on same side of horse’s neck.
 4.  Rider will determine the location of rein attachment. The rein can be attached on the bottom of the  
      halter noseband or fastened to the throat latch.  Any deviation from rein attachment must be mutually  
      agreed by stock contractor and event rep.
 5.  Latigos and a cinch must be used to attach the bronc saddle to the horse including a back cinch.  All  
      equipment used in the saddle bronc riding must not harm the horse.  The judges, stock contractors, and  
        other saddle bronc riders (group of 5 or more), have the right to request inspection by Competition  
      Committee.  The Competition Committee has the right to vote on whether the equipment is legal.

SADDLE BRONC RIDING
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STEER WRESTLING
I. GENERAL RULES
 1.  The Steer Wrestling event will consist of one cowboy entered and a hazer.  
 2.  Only Steer Wrestler will call for steer and chute to be opened.
  A. Time starts when barrier pulls across box.
   1. Flag will be attached to barrier.
   2. Neck rope attached to steer will pull barrier.
   3. Five second penalty added to time for breaking the barrier.
  B. Time ends when flagger drops flag
 3.  Steer Wrestler will compete from left side of the box and Hazer will assist from the right.
 4.  Steer Wrestler will be behind an approved barrier system.
 5.  Steer Wrestling Boxes
  A. Desired length is 16 feet.
  B. Desired width is 10 feet.
 6.  Score length 
  A.   Score length will be 6 ½ foot under the length of the box. 
  B.  Any changes of score length will be subject to review by the Competition Committee before  
       approval.
 7.   Steer Wrestler must catch and change the steer’s direction or stop before throwing steer by hand.
  A.  The steer wrestler will attempt to twist the steer down by using the animal’s horns.
  B.  A steer is considered thrown when he is flat on his side with all 4 feet and the head laying in  
      the same direction.
  C. If Steer Wrestler loses contact with steer, he is allowed 2 steps to catch steer and complete  
      throw.
  D. Only 1 jump allowed.
  E. Steer Wrestler is responsible to help steer up after throw.
 8.  Hazer cannot attempt to alter the steer with anything other than the hazing horse.   
 9.  If the contestant is in the box for 35 seconds, the contestant will be given a first warning.. If the steer  
      is ready for 45 seconds, 1st strike is given to contestant.
  A. Judge will ask contestant if he would like  to change to  different horse.
   1. If contestant does not compete within the next 10 seconds, 2nd strike will be given.
   2. Contestant not competing when clock reaches 65 seconds will be given 3rd strike and  
       will receive a NO TIME.
 10. Contestant will be given a 25 second time limit for competition.
II. RE-RUNS
 1. Bad gate (Contestant must declare)
 2. Neck rope fouls Steer Wrestler or Hazer.
 3. Barrier fouls Steer Wrestler.
 4. The steer stops or stumbles before barrier line.
  A. Definition of a stumble. A visible change in stride and or misstep.
 5.  Possible challenges for replay.
  A. Bad gate. Contestant must declare.
  B. Neck rope fouls Steer Wrestler or Hazer.
  C. Barrier fouls contestant.

STEER WRESTLING 
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STEER WRESTLING 
  D. Steer stumbles or stops before score line.
  E. Knockdown 
 6.  If a contestant challenges and replay confirms original call, contestant will donate $500 to a charity      
             determined by the ERA BoD.
 7.  Steers gets out.
  A. Steer Wrestler will compete on animal drawn for him, unless ground rule states he competes on the  
      extra.
III.  KNOCKDOWN
 1.  If the steer goes down on initial contact and does not come back up to all 4 feet it is considered    
           a knockdown.
  A. Down is described as knees or hocks contacting the ground.
  B. If knockdown occurs, and Steer Wrestler completes throw asking for time, Flagger will    
                         drop flag and then signify to timers that a knockdown has been called. Timers will    
          record time and put a KD behind time. Flagger will flag Steer Wrestler out. 
IV. STOCK REQUIREMENTS
 1.  Steers should have at least 10 inch horns.
  A. Unless approved by ERA Competition Committee.
 2.  Steers should weigh a minimum of 475 lbs. and a maximum of 600 lbs.
  A. Unless approved by ERA Competition Committee.
 3.  Steer Wrestling cattle must be M branded Mexican Corrientes cattle.
  A. Unless approved by ERA Competition Committee.
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TEAM ROPING

TEAM ROPING
I. GENERAL RULES
 1.  Team Roping event consists of a Header and a Heeler.
 2.  Header will compete from box on the left side of roping chute and heeler will compete from 
      right hand box.
 3.  Header will be behind an approved barrier system.  
 4.  Roping boxes.
  A.  Desired length is 16 feet
  B.  Desired width is 10 feet
 5.  Score length set by ERA Competition Committee 
  A.  Any changes of score length will be subject to review by the competition committee before  
       approval.
 6.  Only header can call for steer and chute to be opened.
  A.  Time starts when barrier pulls across box.
   1.  Flag will be attached to the barrier.
   2.  Neck rope attached to steer will pull barrier.  
   3.  Five second penalty added to time for breaking the barrier.
   4.  Header cannot compete until barrier pulls. 
  B.  Time ends when flagger drops the flag. 
   1.  Ropes must be dallied and tight, both horses should be facing steer with all four feet  
        on the ground to receive time.
   2. Contestant must be mounted to receive time 
   3.  There will be a five second penalty for roping one hind leg.
 7.  Header will rope steer using one of three legal head catches.
  A.  Clean around the horns.
  B.  Clean around one horn and nose.
  C.  Clean around the neck.
   1.  If the Header dallies with the rope in steer’s mouth it is a No Time.
   2.  If the Header dallies with a front leg in the loop it is a No Time.
  D.  Only 2 loops will be allowed.
 8.  If the Header is in the box for 35 seconds, the contestant will be given a first warning If the Header is  
      in the box and steer is ready for 45 seconds, 1st strike is given to contestant.
  A. Judge will ask contestant if he would like to change horse.
   1. If contestant does not compete within the next 10 seconds 2nd strike will be given.
   2. Contestant not competing when clock reaches 65 seconds will be given 3rd strike and  
       will receive a NO TIME. 
 9.  If the front leg is included in the heel catch, the team will be disqualified. 
 10. Team will be given a 25 second time limit for competition.
II. RE-RUNS
 1.  Bad gate.  Contestant must declare.
 2.  Neck rope fouls Header or Heeler.  Contestant must declare.
 3.  Barrier fouls Header.
 4.   The steer stops or stumbles before the barrier line and ropers did not cause stop.
 5.  If the steer comes to a complete stop before the head rope is thrown and heeler didn’t cause the steer  
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TEAM ROPING
     to stop.
 6.  Steer gets out.
  A.  Team should compete on steer drawn for them, unless ground rules states they compete on  
       extra.
 7.  Steers should have at least 8 inch horns.
  A.  Unless approved by ERA Competition Committee.
  B.  Steers must have approved horn wraps.
 8.  Possible Challenges for Replay
  A. Bad Gate. Contestant must declare.
  B.  Neck rope fouls Header or Heeler. Contestant must declare.
  C.  Barrier fouls Header.
  D.  Steer stumbles or stops before score line. 
  E.  Foul catch.
  F.  Crossfire call. 
 9.   If a contestant challenges and replay confirms original call, contestant will donate $500 to a charity  
          determined by the ERA BoD.
III.  CROSSFIRE
 1.  Once the steer is out of the initial switch he’s legal. 
 2.  Heel rope cannot touch steer’s feet (legs) before completion of initial switch. 
 3.  If the steer stops after the head rope goes on he’s legal.
 4.  If the steer comes into the header after the head rope goes on and runs up the rope he’s legal.
 5.  If there is no switch and the steer changes direction he’s legal.
 6.  If the steer falls down, as long as the Heeler didn’t throw in the switch he’s legal.
 7. Team will receive a 10 second penalty if crossfire is committed.
  A. Flagger will drop flag and then signify timers that crossfire has been called.
  B. Timers will record time, write XF and then add 10 seconds to time.   
IV. STOCK REQUIREMENTS
1.  Steers should weigh a minimum of 400 lbs. and a maximum of 600 lbs.
 A.  Unless approved by ERA Competition Committee.
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TIE DOWN ROPING

TIE DOWN ROPING
I. GENERAL RULES
 1.  Roper will compete from right hand box across the box.
 2.  Roper will be behind approved barrier system.
 3.  Roper must use a neck rope on his horse.
 4.  Roping box.
  A.  Desired length 16 feet.
  B.  Desired width 10 feet.
 5.  Score will be 4 foot under length of the box.
  A.  Any changes are subject to review by the competition committee before approval. 
 6.  Roper will call for chute to open.
  A.  Time starts when barrier pulls.
   1.  Flag will be attached to barrier.
   2.  Neck rope attached to calf will pull the barrier.
   3.  Five second penalty added to time for breaking the barrier.
  B.  Time ends when flagger drops flag.
 7.  If roper competes before barrier pulls it is a no time.
 8.  Rope must hold calf until roper has hand on calf.
 9.  Calf must be thrown by hand and any three legs crossed and tied with at least one wrap and hooey.
 10.  Roper must remount his horse and step ahead with rope remaining on ground for the entire 6 second  
       procedure for run to be legal.
  A.  If roper backs horse or pulls on rope preventing calf from getting up, a no time will be recorded.
  B.  If calf moves causing rope to become tight, roper must immediately ride forward keeping slack 
       in the rope.
 11.  If the Header is in the box for 35 seconds, the contestant will be given a first warning. If the roper is in  
        the box and the calf is ready for 45 seconds, 1st strike will be given to the contestant.
  A.  Judge will ask contestant if he would like to change to a different horse.  
   1.  If contestant does not compete within the next 10 seconds, 2nd strike will be given.
   2.  Contestant not competing when clock reaches 65 seconds will be given 3rd strike  
        and will receive a No Time.
 12. Contestant will be given a 25 second time limit for competition.
II. RE-RUNS
 1.  Bad gate.  Contestant must declare.
 2.  Neck rope fouls roper.  
 3.  Barrier fouls roper.
 4.  The calf stops or stumbles before the barrier line.
  A.  Definition of stumble.  A visible change in stride or misstep.
 5.  If calf turns back before score line.
 6.  Calf gets out.
  A.  Roper will compete on animal drawn for him, unless ground rule states he competes on the  
       extra.
 7.  Possible challenges for replay.
  A.  Bad gate.  Contestant must declare.
  B.  Neck rope fouls roper.
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TIE DOWN ROPING
  C.  Barrier fouls the contestant.
  D.  Calf stumbles or stops before the score line.
  E.  Roper doesn’t allow calf to regain its feet.
 8.  If a contestant challenges and replay confirms original call, contestant will donate $500 to a charity  
          determined by the ERA BoD
III.  PENALTIES/ DISQUALIFICATION
 1.  If calf is down during run, it must be allowed to regain its feet before being flanked.
  A.  Definition of regaining feet is calf’s legs must be pointed to the ground at some time.   
   1.  If calf does not regain his feet, but roper ties calf and asks for time, Flagger will drop  
        flag and signify to timers that the run was not legal.  Timers will record time and RF  
        (did not regain feet).  Flagger will flag roper out, Roper will receive a NO TIME.
 2.  Jerk down.
  A.  All four feet in air and landing on back or head.
  B.  Unintentional jerk down.
   1.  Roper holds slack and calf moves under rope causing calf to be jerked down.
  C.  Intentional jerk down.
   1.  Results in a no time and disqualification from that event.
   2.  ERA BoD will review and determine if contestant further competes in ERA events.
 3.  Drag
  A.  If a drag over 5 feet occurs, contestant will be given first strike. 
  B.  If a drag of over 10 feet occurs, contestant will be given 2 strikes.
  C.  All strikes for drags will be carried throughout the year.
  D.  Intentional drag is a NO TIME and reviewed by ERA BoD.
   1.  Definition of intentional is, caused by roper.
 4. 6 second rule.
  A.  Calf must have three legs tied for 6 seconds to receive a time. 
IV.  STOCK REQUIREMENTS
 1.  Calves will be tied day of event, within 4 hours of the performance.
 2.  Calves will be pre-conditioned.
 3.  Calves must weigh a minimum of 200 lbs. and not to exceed 250 Lbs. 
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ANIMAL CARE & WELFARE

ELITE RODEO ATHLETES CODE OF PRACTICES FOR ANIMAL CARE AND WELFARE

1.1 GENERAL GUIDE LINES 
Elite Rodeo Athletes (here in the ERA) believes that the care, wellbeing and welfare of the animals participating in 
ERA sanctioned events is of the upmost importance. The ERA will require competitors/contestant, exhibitors, stock 
contractors, production personnel and ERA personnel to uphold the following practices and rules. 
The following practices and rules are subject to change at any time as animal welfare and care is constantly evolving.
 The ERA and its sanctioned event organizers will keep current on regulatory policies at the state and federal  
 level, by monitoring the animal care industry and regulatory bodies. 
 The ERA and its sanctioned event organizers will be competent to handle and care for all species of animals  
 in each event, and will only employ stock handlers and veterinarians competent to handle and care for said  
 species. 
 The ERA will ensure that event organizers and producers are made aware of the codes of practice and are  
 experienced in animal care and welfare. 
1.2 REGULATORY 
Responsible care of animals at ERA sanctioned events will be assured with guidance and or regulatory practices from, 
the USDA, AAEP, AVMA and state veterinarians in the state of sanctioned events. 
1.3 AUTHORITY
The ERA retains the right to dismiss, fine and or suspend anyone not conforming to these codes of practice and rules. 
The ERA Board of Directors in conjunction with the Livestock Care and Welfare Committee has the ultimate and final 
authority on all matters of disciplinary action resulting from the mistreatment of any animals at an ERA sanctioned 
event. 

STANDARDS
1.4. OFFICIAL ERA EVENT VETERINARIAN (OEV) 
1.4.1 The OEV is responsible for providing expert advice on the health, injury or disease status of an animal and its 
          suitability for competition. 
1.4.2 The OEV must be experienced in treating all species of animals participating in an ERA sanctioned event. 
1.4.3. The OEV will complete records of injuries and other defects, including treatment & medication in a treatment log       
          for each event. This log should be available from the main office staff. 
1.4.4 The OEV for each event will be required to do an animal care and handling assessment of each sanctioned event. 
1.4.5 The OEV is to be hired by the specific event organizer or producer. The OEV must be licensed in good standing by  
         the state the event is held in. The failure to hire and have an OEV at the event can result in a fine of the producer     
         by the ERA Board of directors. 
1.4.6 The OEV must arrive in adequate time before performances to visually inspect with at least one ERA judge all  
         livestock and facilities. Approximately one hour before the performance, and remain on the grounds until one half  
         hour after last competition 
1.4.7 During the performance the OEV should position themselves in such a manner as to be able to watch animals  
         enter and leave the arena, to be able to see injuries and readily move to examine the animal as necessary. 
1.4.8 The OEV should be given a position to park that is readily accessible to the arena, to be able to provide prompt  
         treatment. 
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1.4.9 The specific event OEV should be reasonably available outside of performance hours for both performance  
         livestock and competitor livestock emergencies. 
1.5 Rodeo Contestants 
1.5.1 All contestants will comply with the requirement of the Animal Care and Welfare codes of practice and rules.     
        This should be acknowledged annually in writing, by revue and signing of said codes and rules. 
1.5.2 All contestants are responsible for the animals he or she uses during an event, and must comply with all      
         applicable codes of practices and rules. 
1.5.3. All contestants must not intentionally treat animals in a way that is disrespectful or potentially causes harm or  
          injury. Violation of the code of practices and rules anywhere on the grounds of an ERA sanctioned event may  
          result in a fine and or disqualification from ERA events, and if the severity of the offense dictates, expulsion from  
          the ERA. 
1.5.4 No contestants shall be under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs. 
1.6 Animal Participation 
1.6.1 Any animal that is found to be unfit for competition by the OEV and or ERA officials will not be permitted to  
         participate. 
1.6.2 All animals entering the grounds of an ERA sanctioned event should have all health papers and/or certificates in  
        accordance with state law. All papers or certificates shall be made available to the OEV on request. 
1.6.3 If an animal becomes sick or injured between the time it is inspected and the time it is to participate, the office  
         will be notified, the animal will not be used and another animal from the draw pool will be used. 
1.7 Care and Treatment of Animals at ERA events. 
1.7.1 All people involved with and participating in ERA events will be familiar with the ERA Animal Welfare and Care  
         codes of practice and rules. 
1.7.2. The ERA , OEV, and Officials will be empowered to discipline any person including production personnel,  
          contestants, competitors, animal handlers and contractors who compromise the well-being of an animal at an  
          ERA sanctioned event. 
1.7.3 Housing, handling and care of animals at ERA sanctioned events: 
 (a)  Only qualified and experienced livestock handlers will undertake the preparation of animals for events 
 (b)  Livestock shall have access to fresh water daily. (Based upon participation schedule) 
 (c)  Livestock should have access to good quality feed daily. (Based on participation schedule)
 (e)  Animals of like species may be housed in common.
 (f)  A separate pen or pens should be available for aggressive animals. Animals showing continued aggression 
       towards its cohorts shall be removed to a separate pen. 
1.8 Injured Animal Protocol 
1.8.1 An animal ambulance or conveyance must be on site of all ERA sanctioned events. This is the responsibility of the  
         event organizer or producer. 
1.8.2 Injured animals must be attended to as soon as possible with veterinary attention being sought immediately. 
1.8.3 The OEV shall solely be responsible for the expeditious and humane destruction of any animal deemed to be  
         unsalvageable. Any animal that suffers a catastrophic musculoskeletal injury or dies suddenly maybe subject  
         to a post-mortem exam and drug testing at the discretion of the ERA and OEV. The ERA will be financially 
         responsible for testing and post-mortem fees. 

ANIMAL CARE & WELFARE
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1.9 Infectious Disease
Any animal suspected of having an infectious disease should be isolated immediately, and examined by the OEV. It 
is the competitor or contractors responsibility to contact the OEV. Competitors and contractors must comply with 
prescribed isolation and quarantine protocols which may include removal from the event grounds. In the case of 
reportable disease jurisdiction will be immediately transferred to the appropriate State Veterinarians office and the 
USDA. 
2.1 CONTRACTOR PROTOCOLS 
2.1.1 All contractors will be aware of the requirements of the ERA Animal Care and Welfare Codes of practice, and    
         agree to abide by such. 
2.1.2 All Contractors are responsible for the animals he or she presents for competition and or uses during the event. 
2.1.3 All contractors who intentionally treat animals in a way that is disrespectful and/or cause injury or harm are in  
         violation of the codes of practice and rules, and may be dismissed and or fined accordingly. 
2.1.4 No contractors or animal handlers shall be under the influence of alcohol and or illegal drugs during an ERA  
         sanctioned event. All contractors are representing the ERA and therefore must uphold the standards set forth         
         in the Animal Care and Welfare Code of Practices and Rules. Stock Contractors, contracted by event coordinators   
         or production companies still fall under these rules and are responsible for the appropriate husbandry and  
         handling of all rodeo stock. Stock contractors will ensure:
 (a)  stock provided by them are in good health and are suitable for the purpose for what they are intended. 
 (b)  All halters and flanks are in good working order 
 (c)  Stock deemed unfit to compete will be withdrawn from competition 
 (d)  All instructions from the OEV are implemented 
 (e)  Cattle and horses are penned separately 
 (f)  Aggressive stock are separated from other stock 
 (g)  Animals incompatible by nature can not be housed together 
 (h)  Injured stock will be treated appropriately and isolated and housed appropriately 
 (i)  All interstate shipping requirements are fulfilled and followed 
3.0 FITNESS TO COMPETE 
 (a)  stock should be removed from the arena immediately following completion of an event 
 (b)  All rodeo animals must be visually examined by the OEV prior to the start of the performance 
 (c)  At the end of an event , the OEV will visually examine each animal as it exits the arena 
 (d)  If a rodeo animal becomes sick or injured between the time it is drawn and the performance, that animal  
                     will not be used and another animal will be drawn for the contestant. 
 (e)  Cattle with horns likely to hurt contestants or other animals should have their horns blunted. (Steer  
                      wrestling cattle to the size of a dime, team roping cattle to the size of a dime, Bulls to the size of a half  
                      dollar.) 
 (f)  Freshly branded cattle will not be accepted 
 (g)  Any animal which is deemed unfit to perform will not be allowed to perform 
 (h)  Rodeo animals must meet the following weight parameters: 
  Tie down cattle, minimum 200 lbs. maximum 250 lbs. with fresh cattle not to exceed 260 lbs.

ANIMAL CARE & WELFARE
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  Steer wrestling cattle minimum 475 lbs. maximum 600 lbs.
  Team roping cattle minimum 400 lbs. maximum 600 lbs. 
4.0 ARENA AND GEAR
The size of the arena, the grooming of surface and the condition of gear used are critical in protecting all rodeo 
animals from injury. Careful planning and construction of arenas will improve contestant and animal safety 
 4.0.1 Arena
  a) The arena should have a suitable soil based surface, groomed to a sufficient depth and deemed  
      to be as free as possible of rocks, holes and  unnecessary obstacles.
  (b) The arena should be of a size suitable for the events, and to minimize the likelihood of injurious  
       contact with the perimeter fence.
  (c) The construction height and appearance of the arena fence should discourage stock from  
       attempting to push through the fence or jump over it.
  (d) Arena fences must be clearly visible and not appear to be open to stock.
  (e) In order to protect contestant horses timed event boxes must be lined and padded   
       appropriately. 
 4.0.2 Gear
  (a) Before the rodeo commences, ERA officials must be satisfied all gear and equipment to be used  
      in the rodeo has been inspected to insure that it meets all requirements and standards 
  (b) In Bareback and Saddle Bronc riding spur rowels should be dulled and rotate smoothly. 
  (c ) Any object that may irritate the skin of an animal is not permitted in the halter, cinch, saddle,  
        flank strap, bareback rigging or the braided rein attached to the halter. 
4.1.0 ELECTRIC PRODS 
Electric prods must be:
 • Used with restraint and only as an aid to move and load livestock. 
 • Only used on the hip, rump or shoulder/neck areas
 • Only used when the animal has an open gate or area to move forward 
Electric prods should not be used once the animal is in the chute it will compete from or in the rodeo arena. The prod 
may only be used on animals in their respective competition chute when deemed necessary for the safety of the 
contestant, livestock or personnel. All determinations of necessary use of a prod during competition will be made by an 
ERA official. Any violation of this rule will result of a fine. 
4.2 SPECIFIC RODEO EVENTS 
 4.2.1 Saddle Bronc Riding 
  (a)  The saddle must be correctly placed and fitted in order to avoid injury 
  (b)  There must be sufficient clearance under the gullet of the saddle to prevent rubbing or injury  
        to the withers 
  (c)  The front cinch of the saddle must be of sufficient width to prevent cutting or chaffing of the  
        girth 
  (d)  The back cinch must not be so tight as to cause the animal to fall down 
  (e)  Flank straps must be of the quick release type, with linings that are supple. They must be  
             placed on the animal in such a way that the lined portion evenly overlies both flanks and the  
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       abdomen. Care must be taken to ensure that straps are clean and free of abrasive sand and dirt. 
  (f)  Spur rowels must be dulled, have five points and can not be locked. Spurs must move freely. 
 4.2.2 Bareback Riding 
  (a)  The girth on the bareback rigging must be made of suitable materials and wide enough to  
        prevent chaffing or cutting of the girth 
  (b)  flank straps must be of the quick release type with linings that are supple and in good  
        condition. They must be placed on the animal in such a way that the lined portion evenly  
        overlies both flanks and the abdomen. Care must be taken to ensure the straps are clean and  
        free of abrasive sand and dirt. 
  (c)  Bareback pads must completely cover the inside of the rigging and are to extend a full 2  
        inches behind the rigging 
  (d)  Bareback pads should be made of suitable materials and covered in leather that fully covers  
        and extends 1/2 inch on either side and the back of bars. 
  (e)  Spur rowels must be dulled, have five points and can not be locked. Spurs must move freely. 
 4.2.3 Bull Riding 
  (a)  Equipment used for bull riding must be fitted to fall off the bull once the rider falls or   
        dismounts 
  (b)  The equipment used should be a loose rope with or without a handhold 
  (c)  Flank straps must be of the quick release type with linings that are supple and in good  
        condition. They must be placed on the animal in such a way that the lined portion evenly  
        overlies both flank and abdomen. Care must be taken to ensure the straps are clean and free  
                              of abrasive sand and dirt. In the bull riding a soft cotton rope of at least 5/8” in diameter is  
        acceptable as a flank strap and does not require lining. 
  (d)  There should be no knots or hitches preventing the rope from falling off the animal after the  
        contestant has been thrown or dismounted. 
  (e) The bulls tail is not allowed to be under the flank strap when the chute opens 
 4.2.4 Tie Down Roping 
  (a)  All tie down roping cattle should be habituated by being walked or run through the arena from  
        the release chute to the catch pen, having been held by a neck rope, thrown and tied, prior to  
        the event. 
  (b)  All reasonable precautions must be taken to ensure that tie down cattle are not jerked down. 
  (c)  A contestant will be disqualified on a run if an animal is initially jerked down.  
  (d)  A contestant must adjust the rope and reins ( use of a neck rope required) in a manner that  
       will prevent the horse from dragging the tie down animal, 
  (e)  A contestant will be disciplined if the rope horse drags the tie down animal after it is roped  
       and flanked , whether it is intended or not. Penalty will be at the official’s discretion. 
  (f)  After the tie is completed and has been signaled, the contestant must immediately remount  
       and loosen the catch rope. Failure to do so will result in a penalty and/or fine at the official’s  
       discretion. 
 4.2.5 Steer Wrestling 
  (a)  The horns on steer wrestling cattle must be blunted to the size of a dime and be no less than  
        10 inches on each side. 
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  (b)  Cattle used for team roping shall not be used for steer wrestling at the same event 
  (c)  The steer must be caught by hand and thrown down. 
  (d)  An automatic no time will be given to a contestant if the steer “dog falls”
  (e)  If a steer “dog falls” the contestant must release the steer immediately and assist the animal  
        in recovering and standing up. Failure to do so will result in disqualification and a fine. 
 4.2.6 Team Roping 
  (a)  All team roping cattle shall be protected by horn wraps, horns shall be blunted to the size of a  
        dime. Horns shall be no less than eight inches in length. 
  (b)  Once catch has been signaled ropers must immediately release tension on ropes and follow  
        steer to the catch pen. 
  (c)  Legal catches are in place for the safety of the cattle, illegal catch penalties are at the officials  
         discretion 
 4.2.7 Barrel Racing 
  (a)  Barrels must be inspected prior to event and have no sharp edges or burrs that may harm a  
        horse. 
  (b)  Harmful or overly aggressive bits cannot be used on barrel horses 
  (c)  The use of bats, Spurs and riding crops are allowed 
  (d)  Horses cannot be struck on the neck, head or face with a bat, crop or latigo. 
  (e)  If a horse is struck inappropriately the rider may be fined at the officials discretion.  
5.0 ALL RODEO PARTICIPANTS: PRODUCTION CREW, ANIMAL HANDLERS, OFFICIALS, CONTESTANTS, OEV AND  
       STOCK CONTRACTORS. 
5.1 All ERA Sanctioned event participants will: 
 (a)  Consistently demonstrate ethical conduct in the best interest of all event animals. 
 (b)  Ensure theirs participation and the participation of any and all individuals associated with them are  
       familiar with the ERA Animal Care and Welfare Codes of Practice and Rules. 
 (c)  Promote a safe sporting environment in the Arena, stalling barns, chutes and back pens, before , during  
       and after the event 
 (d)  Ensure responsible care in the handling, treatment and transportation of their horses and stock placed  
       into their care. 
 (e)  Exhibit standards of professional behavior which will maintain public confidence and trust in the     
       integrity of The ERA and the sport of rodeo. 
 (f)  Cooperate in the enforcement of all relevant rules referred to in the ERA ground rules, the 
Animal Care and Welfare code of Practice, and agree to accept the authority and decisions of ERA and ERA sanctioned 
event Official
6.0 LIVESTOCK TRANSPORTATION AND HANDLING BY STOCK CONTRACTORS 
6.1 In the United States the transportation of livestock is regulated by the USDA and individual state departments  
      of agriculture. The Animal Welfare Act and Animal Welfare Regulations set forth by the USDA defines the   
      conditions that must be met in order for the transport of animals to be considered humane, including animals being  
      transported to and from ERA sanctioned events. Examples of some of the provisions include: 
 -the prohibition of overcrowding of animals during transportation
  -prohibition of the transport of animals that are unfit to travel 
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 -requirements for provision of food ,water and rest at specific intervals 
 -protection against adverse weather, and proper ventilation 
 -use of proper containers and transport vehicles -segregation of incompatible animals 
Full text and disclosure of these regulations can be found at: 
 https://www.aphis.usda.gov 
6.1.1 Appropriate documentation 
It is the responsibility of the stock contractors and contestants hauling horses and stock to have all appropriate 
documentation, testing and health certificates set forth by the destination state Department of Agriculture and State 
Veterinarian. Specific codes of practice for animals being transported to and from ERA sanctioned events 
6.1.2 Vehicles 
 • All vehicle used to transport animals must provide a safe environment for the animals 
 • Must have proper flooring, non slip and stable 
 • Must have proper ventilation allowing for air flow 
 • Must have adequate space for the species being transported, including enough clearance to ensure horses 
do not come in contact with the roof or deck while standing in a natural position 
  • Allow for easy loading and unloading with the height at back being specie appropriate 
  • All gates must swing freely and secure firmly shut
  • Have no sharp or protruding objects that can injure animal
  • Have protections from severe weather 
  • Be cleaned and sanitized regularly 
6.1.3 Facilities  
All facilities used to load or unload animals will:
       •     be free of sharp or protruding objects that can injure animal
       •     have non slip flooring
       •     have no areas where animals can get their head or legs trapped
       •     if ramps are used they should be of appropriate angle and traction 
6.1.4 Loading Animals 
 • the trailer must be backed up level and flush with the loading dock/ramp 
 • The animals must be fit for the journey, no injured or sick animals should be tendered for transport,  
    provisions should be made to collect them after they are treated and fit for travel 
 • All animals must be allowed access to water before being loaded out from the ERA sanctioned event 
 • Acceptable loading tools should be utilized, rattle paddles, flags and loading sticks. Electric prods should  
    only be used when all other options have been exhausted 
 • Animals must be loaded in a manner that will not cause undue stress or injury 
 • Incompatible animals must be segregated and not hauled in the same compartment. 
 • Animals must have appropriate space based on species and length of the journey 
 • Animals must have enough clearance so their head does not come in contact with the roof 
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 • All gates must be secure 
 • Care should be taken not to shut or slam doors or gates on the heads or legs of animals
6.1.5 Transport
 • In hot weather it is best to strictly limit the time the transport is stationary with animals loaded 
 • If the transport must be stopped, it should be parked in shade and an area where a cross breeze is present.
 • Animals should be unloaded as soon as possible when destination is reached
6.1.6 Unloading
 • the trailer must be backed up level/flush with the loading ramp 
 • Appropriate tools for unloading should be utilized. Electric prods are generally unnecessary for unloading 
 • Animals should not be rushed during unloading to avoid unnecessary slips, falls and injury 
 • Attend immediately to any animals injured during transport. ANIMAL CARE & WELFARE
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